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Integration aims to create New Zealand’s largest
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health
company
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of Bayer New Zealand Ltd.

Dr Savage talked about the syndrome of stomach ulcers in the horse. She covered
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Health
passedNew
through
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passage
and into the stomach to look at the lining.
“We registered 12 new products in 2011
Division.
Treatments include drugs to decrease the pH of the stomach such as omeprazole
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New Zealand’s
Health
and modifying
the diet Animal
to decrease
acid production
in the stomach.
projects underway.”
Division head, Connel McLaren, says
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key
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was McLaren
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other
included
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disease. She talked about problems that affect
the
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tract,
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a major
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bringing
andwas
guttural
pouches,
main the
one two
being strangles.
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discussed
the
symptoms,
health and companion animal treatments.
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but weand
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great
prevention, together,
and treatment,
touched on complications that arise from
the benefits Bayer now has is
support
from In
thesome
global
Bayerit team
as “One
this disease.
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can develop
intooflife
threatening diseases or can
well as from Bayer’s corporate services in its increased speed to market of new
result in carrier horses (horses that look normal,
but
are
infected and contagious
products, not only in New Zealand but
New Zealand and Australia.”
to other horse). Vaccinating can reduce these
complications.
throughout the world.”
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aspects
included
a
new
“In fact, we’ve already had discussions
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structure,talk
combining
salesabout
Also in her respiratory
she spoke
conditions that affect the lower tract
Bayer
representatives
from
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of different causes.
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transportation,
poor
introducing
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to theRisk
manufacturing
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expanded Auckland-based Centre for
McLaren adds that local markets are
Innovation and Development.”
equally important to Bayer New Zealand,
“All this was done while working hard which has a large sales team covering
to service the needs of our customers in the whole country, strong distribution
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With the two companies now fully
integrated, McLaren says Bayer’s strategy
is firmly focused on growth.
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Dr. McDonnell’s interests include several areas within equine physiology, behaviour
and welfare, with stallion behaviour as an area of particular interest and expertise.
She has Heart
travelled
theandworld
diagnosed.
score isthroughout
of minimal use
heart to study different equids and maintains a semiDr. McDonnell’s interests include several areas within
strain
as
a diagnosis
is unreliable.
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and welfare, with
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or both:
why this is important
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particular
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and animal
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Left:
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throughout
the world
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whether the underlying cause is physical, psychological
or a combination of both, and if a combination of both,
which came first. While problems are often assumed to
be behavioural, in many cases the underlying cause is
physical but difficult to identify. This talk will feature a
Externally this
Dr. McDonnell is the author of numerous books on horse number of clinical behaviour cases presented to the New
horse looks
behaviour and has previously received the George Stubbs Bolton Centre for evaluation, where a team of behaviour
normal, but is
Award, given by the American Association of Equine and medical specialists were able to successfully diagnose
shedding strangles.
Practitioners for contributions to equine veterinary the underlying cause. Examples will include difficulty
(Photo courtesy of
medicine by a non-veterinarian, and a Gold Medal from the with transport, collapsing in the cross-ties while being
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Agricultural University of Krakow, Poland; their highest saddled, head tossing under saddle, panic-like episodes,
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aggression toward people, and self-mutilation. The method
of evaluation and treatment for each case will be described
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Right: Gutteral
observation of equine social and developmental
behaviour
of carrier
and for first-hand comparison of horse pouch
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under
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Dr. McDonnell is the author numerous books on horse behaviour and has previously
received the George Stubbs Award, given by the American Association of Equine
Practitioners for contributions to equine veterinary medicine by a non-veterinarian,
and a Gold Medal from the Agricultural University of Krakow, Poland; their highest
honour for distinguished scientific collaboration.
The 2012 Lecture Series will follow the same afternoon format as previous years and
will be held from 1 pm to 5.30 pm on
Friday 29th June
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on. In short, he has immeasurably enhanced health, welfare and research for
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to be treated with fluids. Over the years many different
approaches have been taken to estimating fluid deficits, this
has been highly variable and inaccurate especially in foals.
At Anglesey
Lodge they
areatnow
using
the
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When
the Veterinary
School
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by
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leadfirst
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of Newthe
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a lot in foals is to check levels of serum amyloid A. This

The NZERF provides Travel Grants to assist a number of
equine industry participants each year attend international
conferences or visit facilities to gather the latest research
based equine information. Preference is given to people
who are reporting work funded by the Foundation or where
the travel will benefit a particular area of research or have
important clinical application. Applications are considered
by the Technical Committee and each case is judged on
its merits. During the past year the NZERF has provided
funding for four researchers and clinicians to go abroad
for continuing education purposes. Michelle Dicken and
Stuart Gordon both at Massey University have provided
some useful information from their respective experiences.
Dr Michelle Dicken went to Ireland to study critical
care of foals.
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Brian was President of the NZ Equine Veterinary
Association, which created an award in his honour. This is
Lastly Michelle got to see some new and interesting
presented annually and is one of the most coveted awards
uses of antibiotics in foals. A newer antibiotic available
an equine veterinarian can receive in NZ.

called cefquinome was being used in foals at the hospital.
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Stuart was able to provide us with some very interesting
and pertinent information about gastric ulcers in horses.
Several studies where presented at the conference about
what effects different feeds would have on the development
of the stomach ulcers.
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One study found that feeding horses concentrates (e.g. that further studies should be done to see if higher doses
grain) at more than 0.6kg/100kg of body weight per day or more frequent supplementation would have an affect.
predisposes horses to ulcers. In the acidic environment of
the stomach the products of carbohydrate digestion can The last study looked at the degree of gastric ulcer
Acknowledgement
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We are pleased to announce that we are again seeking applications for this prestigious award. We were delighted
Rachael Stratton BVSc, Lecturer in Animal Behaviour and Welfare,
with the excellent applications received last year and feel sure it will help last year’s successful applicant, Dr Harry
IVABS, Massey University, Palmerston North
Carslake, with his studies toward a specialty qualification in Equine Internal Medicine. Our thanks once again to
the Chittick Family and Waikato Stud, for their generous support.
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The central theme of the ISAE conference was “coping in

Rachael Stratton and Churchill, one of the research subjects.

Horse behaviour can be difficult to understand at the
best of times – anyone who handles or rides horses will
attest to this! Interpretation of changes in relation to the
subjective component of emotion is certainly challenging.
We are undertaking further work that incorporates
preference testing and investigates facial expression as

large groups” and it was held over 4 days with parallel
streams of presentations and workshops. ISAE is the
leading association for people interested in the behaviour
and welfare of confined or domesticated animals, including
companion, farm and zoo animal species.

	
  

The recipients of this year’s Veterinary Student Awards are Sarah-Jayne Vincent of
Christchurch and Jack O’Brien of Palmerston North. These awards of $5000 are made
annually to two fourth year veterinary students to encourage their interest in horses both in
their final year of study and on into practice. The criteria used to assess the applicants are
academic achievement, previous experience with horses, commitment to the New Zealand
equine industry, and reports from their professors and veterinarians with whom they’ve
worked.
Sarah-Jayne Vincent, current President of the Massey Equine Club, comes from a harnessracing background and has many years of experience working in Standardbred racing stables
and on stud farms. In each of the last three years, she has been selected to receive a 10-week
summer studentship to assist in NZERF-funded research projects investigating foal limb
deformities, foaling, and wastage in the Standardbred industry. These projects have fostered
Sarah-Jayne’s interests in research in general and in equine reproduction and foal growth in
particular. She would like to continue her studies of the relationship between a foal’s
musculo-skeletal development and its lifetime performance and injury status, and plans to
maintain an active role in equine research in New Zealand throughout her veterinary career.
In her spare time, Sarah-Jayne runs, swims, plays golf and trains Standardbred racehorses.
She intends to spend the scholarship funds on seeing equine practice in Canterbury and
Australia.
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Jack O’Brien lives on his family’s horse stud just outside of Palmerston North and
enjoys everything outdoors including running, cycling and especially spending time
Jack O’Brien
on the lake when the weather permits. He has been involved in the Thoroughbred
Jack O’Brian
industry with his family from a very young age and has a keen interest in NZ
Thoroughbred breeding and racing. He is eager to pursue this from a veterinary
perspective and see the NZ equine industry continue to grow on the world
stage. Jack plans to use the scholarship funds to see equine practice in Auckland,
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which was printed in 2004, we decided to review that
edition and reprint 20,000 copies. The review was
undertaken by our Chairman Dr John O’Flaherty and
new updated information added
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We are very grateful to John for his efforts and also to
Pfizer NZ Ltd and The Trusts Charitable Foundation for
their financial support. We will once again rely on our
contributing organisations to distribute them as widely
as possible free of charge.
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